Akfract -Consider a stationary Gaussian process with EX, Xj = &jl where 0 < c1 < 1, and let 0 < r < 1. It is shown that to locate the maximum of X,, X2; . , X, for large N with probability r, roughly -rN log a/loglog N observations at sequentially determined locations are both sufficient and necessary.
I. INTRODUCTION L ET (X,: i E 2) denote a stationary Gaussian random process with mean zero and EXiXj = uli-jl where a is a constant with 0 < a ~1. Let M and N be integers, with 15 MI N. Consider a sequential strategy U for attempting to find the maximum of (Xi: 1 I i I N). Assume that u = (U,, u,; * -, U,,,,) where each q takes values in {L2,-. .9 N } and that 4 is a function of ( Xu,, . . . , Xu,_,) for each i. Define X* to be the maximum of Xi,. . a, X,, and let i* be the random place in (1; . a, N } for which X* = Xii,. Define S to be the event that i* E { 17,; . ., 17,).
We are interested in choosing U to maximize the success probability P [S] . One possible strategy is to choose q,. * -7 U,,,, to be fixed distinct elements of { 1,2,. . . , N }. If a = 0 so that the Xi are independent standard Gaussian random variables, then P[S] = M/N,' and clearly no strategy can yield a larger value of P [S] . Henceforth we assume that 0 < Q < 1.
Fix r with 0 < r < 1, and define eN by -1oga cN= 1oglogN' N>l.
Let U,+, denote the set of strategies for finding the maximum of (Xi;. ., X,) using m = 1 Nre,] observations. The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem, which is proved in the next two sections. The theorem shows that a successful search requires looking at roughly a fraction eN of the places. Unless a is close to one, N must be extremely large for eN to be close to zero. For example, if a = 0.5, then N must exceed 10M for eN to drop below one-tenth.
It would be interesting to see how many observations are necessary to find an i' such that with probability r, Xi is within a specified amount of the maximum. The techniques used in this paper may help.
We examined the foregoing random process for its simplicity, not because it arises in any application. However, results similar to the theorem (perhaps less sharp) probably can be proved for more general collections of random variables. In fact, our proof is based almost entirely on the theory of extremes of random processes, and that theory now covers many non-Gaussian stationary random processes, continuous-time random processes, and quite general collections of Gaussian random variables [l] . Generalizations of the Theorem may have implications for the problem of maximizing an objective function which is costly to compute (so it is worthwhile to ponder about where the function should be evaluated) and which has many local maxima. Such a problem arises when determining multilens geometry in optical design, placing struts in structural design, placing sensors in imaging systems, locating drilling sites in geological exploration, etc. If the objective function can reasonably be modeled as a sample path from a specific random process, it might be possible to evaluate the likely performance of various strategies or to give absolute performance limitations.
We close this section by discussing a continuousparameter analog of the theorem. Let (X,: t E R) be a sample continuous Gaussian random process with EX,X, = exp( -(~1s -t]). For fixed f > 0, the theorem applied to the discrete time process ( X,,r: n E Z) yields the following result. For large T, to find the maximum of (X,: t E [0, T] fl{nf: n E Z}) with success probability r, roughly cwrT/loglogT observations are both sufficient and necessary. Since this number does not depend on f, the following conjecture is plausible. Fix d > 0, and let T be large. To estimate the location t* of the maximum of (X,: 0 I t I T) to within distance d with success probability r, roughly arT/loglog T observations are both sufficient and necessary.
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We begin the proof of the theorem by showing that a simple two-phase strategy can yield success probabilities as close to r as we would like, for N sufficiently large. Begin the second phase by taking observations at all the places in GRo). Next take observations at ail the places in G R(21, and so forth, until a total of [NrcN] observations is taken for the two phases combined. Clearly, this two-phase strategy is in UN,..
Lemma I: For 6 fixed and all N sufficiently large, the two-phase strategy yields P[ S ] 2 r -96.
Proof: Let y = (log N)s, and suppose I?, is to be specified. Observe that the event that the algorithm fails is contained in the union of W,, W,, W,, and W,, where WI= {i*@FUG}, Xi 2 y and Xi is not observed, for some (i, j) with i E F, j E Gj (2.4) Combining (2.1)-(2.4) we see that the probability the two-phase algorithm fails is at most 1 -r + 96 for large enough N. Lemma 1 is thus proved.
III. THE NEGATIVE HALF
The proof of the Theorem will be completed in this section, and the following three facts will play a key role: a) X* is distributed roughly like the maximum of N independent standard Gaussian variables (see (3.2) to follow), b) X* is no larger than the maximum of those variables observed and those variables at locations not close to those observed (i.e., at locations in G to follow), and c) given that the observed values are not unusually large (0 E A to follow), the conditional distribution of the roughly N(l ->) variables not close to those observed is nearly the same as the maximum of N(l -r) standard Gaussian variables (Lemma 3 to follow). Using these facts and integration by parts, we can show that the maximum of the observed variables is less than the maximum of the variables not close to those observed, with probability nearly 1 -r. That will complete the proof. Let us begin.
Fix 6 with 0 < S < 1. At several places below we require N to be sufficiently large while a, r, and 6 remain fixed. Let U be an arbitrary strategy in UN,,. Let 0 denote the information gained after U has been applied. That is, O= {O,(Xi: iGO)} where 0 is the random set of places at which observations where we assume that N is so large that 6 2 rc,,,. Given a possible outcome 0, we let PO denote the induced conditional distribution of (Xi: i E G). This conditional distribution is Gaussian. We let (mj: iEG) (of=Sii: LEG) (Sij: i,jEG) denote the means, variances, and covariances of (Xi: i E G) under the distribution PO. Note that G, the mi, u,', and Sij are all determined by 8. Proof: The Markov property of X easily implies the following Markov random field or "reciprocal" property. If F = { j: a < j I b} for integers a and b, then (Xi: j E F) and (X,: j E F') are conditionally independent ali-jl
where we used the fact that This, (3.1), and the basic convergence theorem for the maximum of independent standard Gaussian random variables [l] implies that for N sufficiently large, ,,, x,,] . Combining this with (3.3) proves the lemma. exp(-(1-r-66)e-")+8 .
(3 *4)
Note that the right side increases to exp( -reCx) as 6 decreases to zero. Next, where once again we applied Lemma 3 and the fact that y is a function of 0 to get the last inequality. Let x0 denote the value of x for which the expression in parentheses in the integrand is zero. Then by integration by parts, the last integral is equal to Together with Lemma 1, this proves the theorem.
